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Overview

The DETI Inspire programme at UWE
Bristol have partnered with I'm an
Engineer, Get me out of here to
host an online Sustainability &
Engineering Youth Summit.

Using the I’m an Engineer platform
the Summit will enable young
people in the West of England
region to connect with engineers
from the Bristol and Bath area. 

The discussions will be carried out
digitally, and so we also welcome
Year 13 students from across the UK. 

We will explore how engineering can
help tackle the Climate Emergency
and discuss the interconnected
solutions needed for future
sustainability. 

Solutions for Sustainability

Students from a variety of subjects
can contribute to solutions for
sustainability. Engineering is defined
as ‘working artfully to bring
something about’. More literally, it is
the application of science and maths
to solve problems. 

The YEESS summit will address the
social, environmental, and economic
pillars of the Sustainable Development
Goals. We want to bring young people
together from a variety of backgrounds
in order to have their say on the
Climate and Ecological Emergency.

Students studying Geography, Biology,
Chemistry, Physics, Maths, Psychology,
Sociology, Politics, Computer Science,
Economics, and Engineering all have
an important part to play.
 
The young people’s discussions will
be communicated to policymakers in
the West of England, and showcased
to international audiences at COP26.

 

https://www.uwe.ac.uk/about/values-vision-strategy/partnerships/department-partnerships/engineering-design-and-mathematics/deti
https://imanengineer.org.uk/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals


mixture of stimulus material (video,
reading, worksheets).

It will take place online on the I’m an
Engineer site. For an example of a
similar previous event visit
imascientist.org.uk/rioys

Sixth form students from schools in
the West of England area will be given
priority for the 150 spaces at the
conference. Engineers will be drawn
from a wider area but with a core
from the West of England region.

Two preceding I’m an Engineer Zones,
in March and June, will help promote
the Summit to schools and engineers,
providing them with experience of
online engagement. 

Each of these Zones has capacity for
around 1,500 students in 75 classes
from up to 25 schools.

What is COP26?

The COP26 event is a global United
Nations summit about climate
change and how countries are                 
planning to tackle it.

COP stands for Conference of the
Parties, and will be attended by
countries that signed the United
Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)- a treaty
agreed in 1994.

The meeting taking place in Glasgow
in November 2021 will be the 26th
meeting, which is why it's called
COP26.

Say YEESS!

The Youth Engagement with
Engineering and Sustainability Summit
will take place in a series 
of sessions from 11 - 14 October 2021.

Up to 150 sixth form students will
participate in a series of discussions
with engineers and other young
people and will engage with a

 

http://imascientist.org.uk/rioys
https://ukcop26.org/


 

About DETI Inspire

DETI Inspire champions science for
children in the West of England with a
particular focus on breaking
stereotypes and challenging
perceptions about STEM careers in
order to appeal to under-represented
groups in engineering.

Our vision is for every young person
in the West of England to have access
to inclusive, engaging and inspiring
engineering experiences with real-life
relatable role models.

We make it our mission to support
and inspire the next generation of
digital engineers.

About I'm an Engineer

I’m an Engineer is a student-led, online
STEM engagement and enrichment
project. Since 2012 it has connected
25,000 students with 370 engineers.

In each of the I’m an Engineer Zones
taking place before the summit, school
students and their teachers will use
the platform to engage with digital
engineers in live, text-based chats.

In the June Sustainability Zone,
students can ask engineers whatever
they like related to the theme of
sustainability, how they’re using digital
tools in their work, their careers in
engineering, hobbies and interests.

Schools will be encouraged to take part
with Y12 students in these zones. These
same students will then be able to take
part in the Summit at the start of their
Y13. 

Evaluation shows the online format
is highly effective at reaching and
engaging young people, especially
those under-served by other STEM
interventions.

Inspiring you to
inspire others
Engineers are the Future

https://imanengineer.org.uk/
https://about.imascientist.org.uk/student-impact/

